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Scientists have created a fluid that exhibits the bizarre property of 
â€œnegative massâ€� in an experiment that appears to defy the 
everyday laws of motion. Push an object and Newtonâ€™s laws 
(and common experience) dictate that it will accelerate in the 
direction in which it was shoved.

www.theguardian.com/science/2017/apr/19/scientists-have-created-a-fluid-with-negativâ€¦

Scientists have created a fluid with negative mass â€“ but
...

Scientists have created a fluid with negative mass â€“ but
...
https://www.theguardian.com/science/2017/apr/19/scientists-have...
Scientists have created a fluid that exhibits the bizarre property of â€œnegative massâ€�
in an experiment that appears to defy the everyday laws of motion. Push an object and
Newtonâ€™s laws (and common experience) dictate that it will accelerate in the direction

Negative mass
In theoretical physics, negative mass is a
hypothetical concept of matter whose mass
is of opposite sign to the mass of normal
matter, e.g. âˆ’2 kg. Such matter would
violate one or more energy conditions and
show some strange properties, stemming
from the ambiguity as to whether attraction
should refer to force or the oppositely
oriented acceleration for negative mass.
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Newtonâ€™s laws (and common experience) dictate that it will accelerate in the direction
in which it was shoved.

â€˜Negative massâ€™ created at Washington State
University ...
https://news.wsu.edu/2017/04/10/negative-mass-created-at-wsu
PULLMAN, Wash. â€“ Washington State University physicists have created a fluid with
negative mass, which is exactly what it sounds like. Push it, and unlike every physical
object in the world we know, it doesnâ€™t accelerate in the direction it was pushed. It
accelerates backwards.

Physicists Say They've Created a Fluid With 'Negative
Mass'
https://www.sciencealert.com/physicists-say-they-ve-created-a...
But now researchers from Washington State University say they've successfully
managed to get a fluid of superchilled atoms to act as though it has negative mass - and
suggest it could finally be used to study some of the stranger phenomena happening in
the deep Universe.

Scientists create negative-mass fluid that flows against ...
https://newatlas.com/negative-mass-fluid/49040
If you pushed a ball with negative mass, it would move towards you. It might be hard to
picture, but according to Newtonian physics it should be possible. Now a team at
Washington State University has demonstrated the phenomenon in practice, creating a
fluid that has the properties of negative mass.

Negative Mass: Scientists Create Fluid That Moves â€¦
www.newsweek.com/negative-mass-physics-dark-energy-black-hole-585475
Negative mass is a hypothetical concept that says matter can exist with a mass opposite
to normal matter. Instead of having a positive weightâ€”1kg, for exampleâ€”negative â€¦

Fluid With "Negative Mass" Moves Backwards When â€¦
www.iflscience.com/physics/fluid-negative-mass-moves-backwards...
This new rubidium fluid moves backwards when you push it, because it apparently has
negative mass. In reality, this is not true negative mass, but something called negative
effective mass, which is mass that behave as if it is negative mass â€“ so not the
genuine article, but pretty weird stuff nonetheless.

Physicists create 'negative mass' - Phys.org - News and
...
phys.org › Physics › Quantum Physics
Physicists create 'negative mass' April 17, 2017 by Eric Sorensen, Washington State
University Experimental TOF images of the effectively 1D expanding SOC BEC for
expansion times of 0, 10, and 14 ms.

Physicists create fluid with 'negative mass' - UPI.com
www.upi.com › Science News
Researchers created a fluid with "negative mass" -- when it's pushed it accelerates
backwards.

Physicists observe 'negative mass' - BBC News
www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-39642992
Physicists have created a fluid with "negative mass", which accelerates towards you
when pushed. In the everyday world, when an object is pushed, it accelerates in the â€¦

Physicists Say They've Created a Fluid With 'Negative
Mass ...
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hlJbOsUPWKE

Apr 12, 2017 · Thanks for watching. Please subscribe for
more interesting videos. Thanks for watching! Please
subscribe for more interesting videos. Join SE Clan:…
https://d...Author: sCiEnCe & tEcH
Views: 21K

Negative mass - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Negative_mass
In general relativity. Negative mass is any region of space in which for some observers
the mass density is measured to be negative. This could occur due to a region of space
in which the stress component of the Einstein stressâ€“energy tensor is larger in
magnitude than the mass density.

In general relativity · Experimentation · In quantum mechanics
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